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Abstract:
Effective therapy for chronic radiation injuries such as ulcer, prone to infection and stiffness are expected. As the therapeutic radiation is often involve wider and deeper tissues and often require extensive debridement and reconstruction, which are not sometimes appropriate for elderly and compromised hosts.

Autologous adipose-derived regenerative cells (ADRCs) are highly yielding form relatively elderly aged consecutive 10 cases, 63.6 ± 14.9 years (52 to 89 years), with mean radiation dose of 75.0 ± 35.4 Gy (50 to 120 Gy) were included with at least 10-month follow-ups. Minimal debridement and ADRC injection in the wound bed and margin along with injection of mixture of fat and ADRCs in the periphery were tested for efficacy and regenerated tissue quality by clinically as well as imaging by CT and MRI.

Uncultured ADRCs of 1.6 ± 1.3 × 10^7 cells were obtained. All cases healed uneventfully after 6.6 ± 3.2 weeks (2 to 10 weeks) post-operatively. The done site morbidity was negligible and no major complications such as paralysis or massive hematoma. The regenerated tissue quality was significantly superior to the pre-operatively and the mixture of fat and ADRCs connected to the intact tissue demonstrated very soft and pliable quality. Mean follow-up at 1.9 ± 0.8 years (0.9 to 2.9 years) revealed no recurrence or new ulceration after treatment. Thus, the ADRCs treatment for decades-long radiation injuries is effective, safe and improves the quality of wounds.
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INTRODUCTION

Local radiation injuries are caused during medical therapy for malignant tumors (1), heart disease (2), may be accompanied with systemic symptoms of hematologic, neurologic, gastrointestinal symptoms such as neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, fatigability, nausea and diarrhea by contact to the scrap yard radioactive wastes without notice (3) or exposure to the radiation accidents (4) by touching gammagraphy radioactive source by mistake (5). In a cutaneous adverse reaction observed after estimated 15 Gy to 20 Gy dose of radiation caused by fluoroscopic procedure for ablative treatment to supraventricular arrhythmia, painful ulceration developed in four months and extensive plastic surgery was required (2). In Thailand, a stolen Co-60 orphan source was found in a scrapyard and ten victims developed radiation sickness syndromes and 3 were killed soon after exposure in 2000 (3). In 1987, Goiania, 50 people were both internally and externally exposed to 137Cs and 15 people demonstrated bone marrow suppression characterized by neutropenia and thrombocytopenia. 8 people received intravenous GM-CSF treatment, however, 8 of 14 died due to hemorrhage and infection (4). In 2005, Chile, a 27-year-old man picked up a gammagraphy radioactive source (192Ir, 3.3TBq) with his left hand and inserted in his left pocket of the trouser in the buttock resulted severe pain, erythema, swelling and lasty necrosis continued to several weeks (5). Since radiated tissues demonstrate locally decreased or insufficient vascularity and tissue damage, demonstrating erythema, teleangietasia, pigmentation or dermal atrophy, once wound is developed, it is often intractable and further leading to tissue necrosis, infection and later fibrosis in demonstrating chronic radiation injury syndrome (6). Therefore radiation-injured wounds tend to persist for a long time, be present impaired healing and prone to recurrence even by minor trauma. Radiated wounds are treated by adequate debridement both in the depth and in the width and covered with well-vascularized tissues or by cultured bone-derived mesenchymal stem cells (5); however, the long-term outcome is not warranted and
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Ringer’s solution with addition of 0.5 ml of subcutaneous layer was infiltrated with a lactated region, thick radiation injuries with ulcers and severe fibrosis in the existing diseases.

Application of Stem cell therapies for repair and regeneration has recently been investigated at a clinical level in variously defected or injured tissues (7-9). Among which stem cells, adipose-derived regenerative cells (ADRCs) can be harvested with a minimally invasive procedure by liposuction procedure through a small incision. The ADRCs contain several types of stem and regenerative cells, including Adipose-Derived Stem (or stromal) Cells (ADSCs), endothelial and smooth muscle cells and their progenitors and pre-adipocytes (10). The ADSCs have the capacity to differentiate into multiple lineages and cell types including mesodermal tissues such as fat, bone, cartilage, endothelial cells of endodermal origin and neurons and epidermis of ectodermal origin as seen in the mesenchymal stem cells (11).

We succeeded to treat four patients of chronically persisted chronic radiation injuries, which suffered the patients over a few decades, with autologous ADRCs therapy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Nagasaki University Graduate School of Biomedical and Sciences and written informed consent was obtained from all patients (approved number 08070296) and partly supported by the Global COE (Center of Excellence) program E08, Global Strategic Center for Radiation Health Risk Control, funded by the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science.

PATIENTS

10 patients of consecutive series with chronic radiation injuries with ulcers and severe fibrosis in the surrounding tissue. The mean age was 63.6 ± 14.9 years (52 to 89 years), and a mean weight was 48.6 ± 3.9 kg with BMI 22.91 ± 3.30 (21.17- 25.45). The patients were all female. The average post-operative follow up was 1.9 years, minimally for 10 months and maximum of 2 years 10 months. Radiation injuries to sacrococcygeal, neck, anterior chest and knee regions after 75.0 ± 35.4 Gy therapeutic radiation, were enrolled in this clinical treatment.

HARVESTING OF ADIPOSE TISSUE BY LIPOSUCTION AND ISOLATION OF ADRCs

A few 3-5mm incisions were made on the abdominal region, the thigh, and the gluteal region. The subcutaneous layer was infiltrated with a lactated Ringer’s solution with addition of 0.5 ml of epinephrine and 25 ml of 1% lidocaine per 500ml. Adipose tissue was suctioned using an 18-G Becker cannula with a 50ml syringe. ADRCs were isolated from the suctioned adipose tissue by using the Celution system™ (Cytori Therapeutics, Inc., USA). Briefly, the suctioned adipose tissue was introduced into the Celution cell-processing device, which automatically and aseptically extracts and concentrates the mononuclear fraction of adipose tissue and removes unwanted or deleterious cells, and matrix fragments such lipids. By using the Celution system, a final 5ml solution containing concentrated ADRCs in an averagely 1.5-hour from 250 ml of liposuipitated tissue was obtained (12). Whole procedure is performed in a closed circuit and this reduces the chance of the contamination. The small portion of processed ADRCs were immediately used for cell counting and then the ex vivo cell culture and confirmed the proliferation and differentiation potential in all cases.

ADIPOSE-DERIVED REGENERATIVE CELL GRAFTING AND POSTOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT

For the scaffold to the wound, an artificial dermis (Terudermis®, Olympus-Terumo Biomaterials Co., Ltd., Japan) is applied. The Terudermis® is composed of two layers: a lower layer of bovine atelo-collagen, and an upper layer comprising a silicone sheet which protects against infection and desiccation from the outside. After deep-enough and wide-enough debridement, the Terudermis® was multi-layered stacked over freshly surfaced wounds. The silicone sheets were removed except top Terudermis®. The two-third of an isolated ADRCs alone was injected; around wounds after debridement, at the base and at the edges of the wounds and into Terudermis®. Another approximately one-third of ADRCs were mixed with the autologous adipose which was rinsed with a lactated Ringer’s solution. After mixed, it was injected to a zone of hard fibrotic tissue around the wounds (Figure 1).

One week after surgery, removing the silicone layer, human recombinant fibroblast growth factor (bFGF: Fiblast®, Kaken Co., Ltd., Japan) was sprayed. The wound was covered with non-adherent occlusive foam dressing.

RESULTS

All wounds demonstrated bone exposure and tissue surrounding the bone such as tendon, ligament and periosteum was carefully removed. There were no significant side effects in the donor-sites. All cases uneventfully and all the patients improved the activity of daily living on bathing, social activity and walking. Wound care was followed as standardized and no excessive secretion or wound infection was observed.
Case 2: A 52-year-old female was suffering from intractable chronic radiation wounds, which limited her neck movement forward and circumnutates. 335ml of adipose tissue was harvested by liposuction. The harvested adipose tissue contained 4.1×10^7 ADRCs. After careful surgical debridement, with identifying the carotid artery by ultrasonic during surgery, which is unexpectedly mal-positioned due to contracture after radiation, the defect was sized 25 × 17 mm and reached deep partially to the left thyroid cartilage. ADRCs were injected to the debrided wound margin and in the wound base. Total 250 ml suctioned fat was processed for ASRCs and 4 ml of which (3.28 × 10^7 cells) from the final of 5 ml ADRCs were soaked with multi-layered stacked Terudermis® or directly injected in the bed, side and the surrounding tissue and 1 ml out of final 5 ml of ADRCs (0.82 × 10^7 cells) mixed with 80 ml rinsed suctioned fat was injected into the subcutaneous area in radiating manner. In 75 days, the wound was healed and the neck forward movement was improved. At 75 days after surgery, complete wound healing is obtained and at 6 months, the injected subcutaneous lesion has still kept its soft texture and demonstrated the thick and vascularized soft tissue (Figure 2).

Figure 2:
52-year-old neck radiation injury in the neck

A: thyroid cartilage is exposed and the carotid artery is adjacent to the exposed cartilage.

B: Surgical debridement over the fistula and exposed cartilage.

C: 6 months postoperatively. Wound healed completely.

D: CT scanning pre- and post-operatively
The exposed cartilage is removed and the vascularized soft tissue is covering the defect at 6 months post-operatively (right).
DISCUSSION

Chronic radiation ulcer often demonstrates poor response to the conventional therapy. The standardized treatment of radiation ulcer is a wide-enough and deep-enough excision of potentially involved as well as grossly apparently affected tissues, followed by coverage with well-vascularized tissue such as musculocutaneous free or local flaps. However lack and limitation of tissue transplantation and inability of selecting such donor-site and possible donor-site morbidity lead to incomplete treatment in the long-term.

The adipose tissue can be easily harvested from patients by a minimally invasive method through the small port incisions. Freshly isolated adipose-derived stem cells in our method demonstrated significant subjective improvement such as pain, discomfort and irritability as well as remarkably improved wound healing.

The human subcutaneous adipose tissue is abundant and contains greater number of various stem cells than bone marrow (10, 11). As freshly isolated ADSC or ADRCs are greater in yielding, application of freshly isolated ADSCs are comparable to the cultured ADSCs, which demonstrates phenotypic and functional similarity in mice model (13). ADRCs are the cellular fraction derived from the enzymatic digestion of the adipose tissue. ADRCs contain several types of stem and regenerative cells, including ADSCs, endothelial and smooth muscle cells, and preadipocytes. ADSCs delivered into an injured or diseased tissue may secrete cytokines and growth factors that stimulate recovery possibly in a paracrine manner. Indeed, human adipose stromal cells play a role in producing angiogenic and antiapoptotic growth factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor, hepatocyte growth factor and transforming growth factor-β (14). Also, fibroblast growth factor-2-induced hepatocyte growth factor secretion form adipose-derived stromal cells are able to inhibit post-injury fibrogenesis through a c-Jun N-terminal kinase-dependent mechanism (15). In our study, exogenously administered human recombinant bFGF may target the ADRC and thus the improved scar may be enhanced. In animal models, although it is cultured, topical administration of adipose tissue-derived stromal cells (ATSCs) is effective for rat cutaneous wounds induced by mitomycin C-treatment (16) and in diabetic mice wounds (17). Clinically purified autologous liposapirates were used as treatment for radiotherapy tissue damage of consecutive 71 patients. 67 out of 71 patients were able to follow and evaluated. 29 cases resulted in improved and 35 cases sustained unchanged by LENT-SOMA scale for breast radiotherapy morphology. 50 out of 67 reported satisfactory in quality of life scale by SF-36v2 and there was an improvement in blinded MRI assessment in 54 out of 65 cases(18). ADRCs mixed with fat tissue have potential in cell therapy for radiation injury due to increasing neovascularization and retention of the fat property.

Even though there is no clear evidence of ADRC or fat grafting increasing the risk of potential cancer, one report demonstrating a small apparent increase in recurrence rate in patients with intraepithelial cancer, this difference may arise from the unusually low rate of recurrence in the matched control group rather than an unusually high rate in the group receiving fat grafts (19). However, careful and long-term follow-up of patients treated with ADRCs are recommended.

We have also shown that administration of ADRCs or the fat with ADRCs is a highly effective method for treatment of chronic radiation injury after several decades. The transplanted subcutaneous lesion keeps its soft texture and subjectively more comfortable and activity of daily living markedly improved. Using ultrasonography, we detected an increase on local blood circulation at the site in which the ADRCs were injected or alternatively, where the fat with ADRCs was transplanted. (data not shown)

Thus, ADRCs are highly accessible as a therapeutic option for intractable chronic radiation injury.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1: Scheme of the ARDCs treatment for chronic intractable radiation ulcer

Only externally exposed tissues are performed meticulous debridement, ADRCs are injected at the base and periphery of the wound and soaked and staked artificial dermis were placed. The mixture adipose tissue and ADRCs are bridged between the intact tissue and the ulcer area.

Figure 2: A 52-year-old neck radiation stiffness and ulcer

A: A 25 × 17 mm sized wound reached deep partially to the left thyroid cartilage.
B: Complete debridement was performed and only thinner mucous membrane was observed. After ADRCs and mixed ADRCs and fat are injected wound bed and adjacent area, the wound was cover with stacked artificial dermis.
C: 75 days post-operatively, complete wound healing was obtained.
D: CT demonstrates the protruded exposed left thyroid cartilage was observed pre-operatively.
E: In 6 months post-operatively, enhanced CT demonstrated removal of the protruded cartilage and the thick vascularized soft tissue was regenerated.
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